Ml9	LITERARY COMPANION
three of which are very long fa most skilful and
all his work is illumined bj a poetic sill for cap
turing the atmosphere of an event or scene and
embodying fleeting visual impressions in vrvid
precise images
CONTEMPORARY NOVEL
Wole Soyinka (b 1S34)    See also Section I
The Yoruba poet and dramatist Soyinka has
published one novel which has lately been award
ed the ^,ev Statesman s triennial prize for African
and Caribbean fiction
The Interpreters    1965    Pa
In this original highly enjoyable novel Soyinka
writes about a group of young Nigerian artists
and intellectuals The narrative is arranged m
solo and choral sections now reflecting
the experience of individuals now that of the
group The work has two mam themes which are
expressed through complex symbols The first
is the characters struggle to discover and express
the relationship between their traditional cnlture
and contemporary Nigerian society The second
is the need for a fearless commitment to the
search for truth Soyinka includes some highlj
comic episodes and sketches of dishonest and
selfish people Particularly memorable are an
encounter with a German reporter who likes to
pretend he is American a party given by the
Oguazors an ignorant snobbish Nigerian don
and his wife and the ridiculous behaviour of
ITaseyl who accuses his charming wife of behaving
like a bush girl from a London slum Soyinka
takes a poet s delight in vivid and inventive use
of words and is particularly skilful hi Ins treat
ment of comic dialogue
Muriel Spark (b 1918)
Since the appearance of her first nouvelle The
Comforters (P) in 1957 Mrs Spark has published
eight others the latest being The Driver s Seat
1970 She has also written one full length novel
Tfie 'Wandelbaum Gate 1965 (P) short stones a
play verse and critical works
Mrs Spark is an entertaining writer likely to
be emoyed particularly for the tart economy of
her language and for her keen observation of
absurd and grotesque behaviour and speech but
most of her work is slight and The Mandelbaum
Gate suggests that she Is indeed unable to treat
characters or themes m depth or at any length
Her early nmmettes are strange mixtures of
comedy of manners and surrealist fantasy her
later tales melodramatic rather than surrealist
Most of them Illustrate Mrs Spark's interest in
violent death a subject she sometimes treats
with naive callousness Her most satisfying
work to date seems Memento Mon 1957 (P)
which chronicles the reactions of a group of
elderly people to mysterious telephone calls telling
them to remember you must die Only in
this book and to a lesser extent in The Prime of
Mws Jean Srodte 1961 CP) does Mrs Spark
show much imaginative sympathy for human
weakness However Professor Kennode has
suggested that her three books The Prvme of M%ss
JeanBrodie The Gftis of Slender Means 1963 (P)
and The Mandelbaum Gate add np to the most
distinguished achievement of any British novelist
since the war and perhaps those of us who
would question this opinion have not yet learnt
to appreciate Mrs Spark s techniques
William Styron fb 1625)
A native of Virginia one of the former slave
states Styron is particularly concerned with the
theme of slavery aa an emotional or spiritual
condition He implies that it Is responsible for
the immaturity brutality and ugliness of much
American life and suggests that it stems primarily
from the Americans' heritage of militant re
pressive and self righteous Puritanism
Styron s weakness is his tendency to fllustrate
rather than to explore his novels' themes and
many of his characters are too cerebrally con
ceived, yet even m Set TMs Souse on Fire his
toast successful work Styron remains an im
pressive novelist The architecture of his books
 Lte Down m Darkness    1848    Co
The events of this novel take place on the dav
of Peyton Loftis s funeral but most of the book
consists of long flashbacks through vliich we
learn about the lives of Peyton and her unhappy
parents and come to understand why *Jhe com
nutted suicide
Styron implies that the Loftises ston is sj-m
bohc of life in the southern States and thit tlie
latter is itself a paradigm of Americin life in
general However the novel does not sustain
the weight of this interpretation for although tlie
characters arouse our pity they never attain the
stature of representative tragic figures that t,ueh a
theme demands Nevertheless this it, a remark
able novel to have been produced bv a writer of
twenty three Its strength comes from Styron s
gift for presenting individual scenes illustrated m
the novels brilliant opening paragraphs and m
episodes such as the account of Peyton & wedding
TJie Long March    1952    P
The narrative of this very short book Give-, in
account of the relationships between two Marines
recalled for service during the Korean wir with
which they have no sympathy and their Colonel
a regular officer whose avoidance of any sign of
emotion has earned him the sobriquet of Old
Kocky Here Styron writes of the slavery of
military life and the corruption and brutality it
engenders but bis underlying theme is the
dilemma of liberals who born into a generation
of conformists are thus trapped in a predica
ment which personal insurrection could if anv
thing only make worse and yet to aco.uie<?ee in
it would be to become like cannibals hardly
men at all The passion with which Styron ex
presses this dilemma makes The Long March his
masterpiece
Set This House on Fire    1960
Themes from the previous books are here com
bined with a sweeping  condemnation   of the
moral and spiritual anarchy of contemporary
American life but the novel remains essentially
a romm a these and of the three mam characters
only Kinsolvmg a drunken artist and ex soldier
becomes more than a blueprint and even eo the
parallels Styron suggests between him and
Oedipus seem grotesquely inappropriate Never
theless, the novel is well worth reading for its
incidental poetry It contains brilliant evoca
tions of the beauty of the Italian countryside
and of rural Virginia, the mdeousness of American
cities and the langour of New York on a Spring
Sunday
The Confessions of Nat Turner    1967
This is an imaginative reconstruction of the
life of the leader of an abortive slave rebellion
The story ib told in the first person as Nat await
ing trial looks back over the events of bis life
and explains why he decided to murder  his
"WMte masters    Nat himself Is not a fully con
vmoJng figure   but minor characters are   and
Styron is particularly successful m Me portrayal of
the liberal Judge Cobb  whose predicament re
eaUs that of the marines in The Long March.
William Trevor (b 1928)
Trevor's most recent novel Mrs EekSarf m
O NeOTs Hotel appeared m 1869 It tells how
the neurotic Mrs Eckdorf a professional photo
grapher searching for material of human, mter
est ifl led to the run-down OTJFeill s Hotel in
Dublin. Here she finds a source of comfort and
she believes true goodness in Mrs Sinnot the

